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Abstract

The capacity to construct and operate organisms from defined molecules without constraint to natural lineage or artificial environment would mark the start of a new era for biology and everything life impacts. Two complementary approaches have and are being pursued: Natural lineage minimization and bottom-up synthesis. Minimization approaches have, for over 20 years, encountered the puzzle of "essential genes of unknown function." Synthetic approaches are beginning to acknowledge the complementary puzzle of "essential functions that are unknown" and have already encountered the challenge of "insufficient autocatalysis." Stated differently, we now know enough about what we do not know to systematically approach the challenge of constructing organisms that, from a limited perspective, we understand. I will explore what methods and ways of working are most likely to result in progress. I will also question whether we should proceed at all and, if so, what other aspects of reality and connectedness we might wish to be mindful of as responsible Earthlings.
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